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AstroChain aims to build an
ecosystem that will connect the
Metaverse with Universe, Through
the strategy of developing smart
contracts that can be utilized both in
our world and the metaverse.
Investors will benefit through the
valuable features of $ACN and the
ever-growing ecosystem to boost
adoption with a long-term vision.
AstroChain will enable users to get
financial stability and accomplish
asset-building goals for long-term
success. 

Introduction
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In the AstroChain NFT Marketplace, non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) will be traded. NFTs are unique
tokens containing vital information. The NFTs that
will be exchanged on AstroChain will possess
particular characteristics. Since their value is
mostly determined by market and demand, they
can be bought and sold in the marketplace of
AstroChain just like other physical forms of art.
The unique data format of NFTs makes verification
and validation of ownership and the transfer of
tokens between owners straightforward.

AstroChain has its own NFT marketplace lined
up, where users will be able to mint, sell and buy
NFTs through the AstroChain marketplace. You
may rely on the launch of a fully functional NFT
marketplace later this year, as our team has vast  
experience in the development and security of
NFTs.

NFts
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The NFT marketplace facilitates the purchase and
sale of digital assets ranging from art to music to
entire virtual worlds. It will be possible for users,
investors, and traders from all around the world to
trade their artworks. To 
store NFTs, a user or 
investor must register on 
the platform and download 
a digital wallet. Then, users 
can create assets by 
uploading content to 
the AstroChain NFT 
Platform to display their 
work. The users will 
transact in $ACN tokens 
while using the 
marketplace. 

NFT marketplace
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A digital item that replicates physical components
such as art, music, in-game currencies, and films is
known as an NFT. They're regularly bought and
sold online, often in combination with other
cryptocurrencies, and they're usually encrypted
with the same software as most other
cryptocurrencies. Even though NFTs have been
around since 2014, they are becoming more
popular as a way to buy and sell digital art. Since
November 2017, $174 million has been spent on
non-financial transactions. The NFT market is
growing at a faster rate, and it is doubling every
quarter. NFT sales increased to over $2.5 billion in
the second quarter of 2020, up from $13.7 million
in the first half of 2020, according to data from the
NFT Marketplaces. These NFTs can be in the form
of digital images, films, or other in-game items that
are traded on one of the many NFT marketplaces. 

NFT market
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On the blockchain, the makers or owners of digital
artworks and the creators or owners are listed.
According to NonFungible.com, buyers have
surpassed sellers on the Ethereum blockchain
since March. This varies depending on the type of
transaction. In the first half of 2021, DappRadar
predicts $2.5 billion in sales across many
blockchains. NonFungible.com has eradicated
about $8 billion in "DeFi" NFTs with a $1.3 billion
investment. Both firms keep track of sales that
happen entirely "off-chain." Many large non-
blockchain transactions take place "off-chain,"
necessitating manual data entry. In March,
Christie's sold a digital shot for $69.3 million. Then,
at Sotheby's, a "CryptoPunk" painting sold for
$11.8 million. In June, there were 246,000 buyers
and sellers on the NBA's Top Shot marketplace,
down from 403,000 in March. The cost of a Top
Shot "moment" dropped to $27 in June from $182
in February. While the popularity of NFTs waned,
others grew in favor. 
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10,000 non-functional digital ape tokens make up
the Bored Ape Yacht Club. An ape sold for $3,600
on OpenSea on July 1, up from $215 in April.
According to Yuga Labs, the club made over $61
million in revenue. According to a new prediction
from nonfungible token data provider
Nonfungible.com, non-fungible token sales will
reach $17 billion in 2021. NFT trading reached
$17.6 billion last year, up 21,000 percent from $82
million in 2020, according to the report, which was
conducted in collaboration with BNP Paribas-
owned research group L'Atelier. NFTs are fungible
assets that allow the blockchain to determine who
owns a particular digital asset, such as a work of
art or a video game character. Last year, they had
a significant impact on public consciousness. In
addition, the industry is expected to grow in 2022.
From $14.02 billion in 2021 to $21.33 billion in
2022, the global market for non-fungible tokens is
predicted to develop at a 52.1 percent compound
annual growth rate (CAGR). 
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The possibility of profitably selling art generated
with NFTs is an obvious benefit. Several Formula
One teams are now selling replicas of their race
cars as souvenirs. If your NFT becomes popular,
you may be eligible for royalties. No prior
knowledge of blockchain technology is required,
and there are several instructions for creating
your own NFT. Depending on the market, you can
convert an existing piece of art to an NFT in a few
simple steps. Businesses can, of course, hire a
team of artists and engineers to best represent
their brand. 

Opportunities
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The objectives of the AstroChain platform are
focused on consumers and investors to make the
most out of an all-in-one ecosystem. 

The lack of interest in non-financial instruments
concerns everyone (NFTs). Nonetheless, the
solution is far simpler. At a Christie's auction, a
Beeple NFT sold for USD 69 million. NBA Top
Shots are NFT-based trading cards with a retail
value of around USD 200,000. Several NBA NFTs
were initially sold for as cheap as $9. Affordable
prices? Almost certainly not. While the costs
appear to be excessive, they serve as a clear
reminder of how important NFTs are. Even if
prices do not continue as high as they are now,
there will always be a market for digital art
treasures. Non-fungible tokens can help
businesses interact with crypto enthusiasts. 

Objectives
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Core Values
 

All in all, the objective is definitely to provide
maximum advantages to the users and investors
through the ecosystem of AstroChain. AstroChain
hopes to utilize its token to unlock the power of
ever Defi by utilizing the Binance Smart Chain. To
promote growth for everybody, we aim to build
bridges between traditional banking and digital
markets, enabling the future of finance to take
shape. 

The core purpose of AstroChain is to make the
users and investors strong in their financial
positions and enable them to make profitable
decisions, which would help them to grow and
build their assets. With reflection, AstroChain
impels people to learn about investing in crypto
and earn profit from the platform of AstroChain.
By providing value and power to the users
through their assets and investments, AstroChain
helps the users in making their financial decision
to invest in $ACN which will appreciate... 
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...long term powered by an eosystem of products
Not only this, but AstroChain also focuses on the
expansion of blockchain technology in the world
and through its $ACN token, it aims to make the
blockchain part of the portfolio of every single
person in the world. 

Based on the most robust network, Binance
Smart Chain, AstroChain ecosystem is far more
expansive and robust For widespread adoption,
we are adamant that the $ACN token will need
to be integrated into a diverse ecosystem of
products. As a result of our intention to
develop both before and after launch, users will
enjoy quality and value. The ecosystem is based
on Binance smart chain which is a blockchain
network designed to run apps based on smart
contracts. BSC operates concurrently with
Binance's native Binance Chain (BC), giving
customers the best of both worlds: the huge
transaction capacity of BC and the smart
contract features of BSC. 

Ecosystem
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The Bank for $ACN
holders.

AstroBank V1 is Live
Decentralized investment
platform for $ACN holders
to maximize profits using
features such as
Governance, Staking,
Farming, Lending, an all-in-
one application powered
by smart contracts for
$ACN holders. Operate as
a community-focused and
community driven bank,
fully decentralized in every
sense of the world.
AstroBank will maximize
profits by decreasing
volatility and increase
positive price pressure in
digital asset holdings. 

AstroBank
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 Lower the barrier for entry to more advanced
financial ecosystem. Vote on active proposals
along with other $ACN holders. As more people,
especially institutional investors,become aware
of the potential profitability of AstroBank ,
AstroBank will rapidly become a passive income
generating approach that entails keeping or
locking funds in a wallet. Grow your financial
portfolio with AstroBank. 

 
0.25% of each Buy/Transfer/Sell transaction is
automatically deposited into a locked liquidity pool
as $ACN and $BNB, hence providing ongoing
liquidity to enhance floor price. Additionally,
increased liquidity facilitates greater accessibility
for larger investors and traders. Those who
distribute liquidity are also rewarded with LP
tokens. Typically, clients settle their balances on
DEX, which are subsequently assigned to liquidity
providers. This is established by how much or how
much of the pool they own. 

Liquidity Pool
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It is self-contained, and we intend to give the
owners a dual-purpose establishment. After
establishing a stable price, the contract collects
tokens from individuals who sell or buy them and
deposit them in the form of Lp to improve the
overall liquidity. 
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0.25% percent of every transaction is turned into
BNB and held in our contract. When buyback is
activated, $ACN is purchased from exchanges and
permanently removed from circulation. This
produces additional $BUSD incentives and raises
the floor price. Burns are required in some
situations but not in others. 
While continuous burn on
a single protocol is 
convenient during the 
early stages, it means that 
the burn cannot be 
restricted or managed in 
any way. Controlled burns encouraged as a result
of team achievements help to keep the
community informed and responding to fresh
knowledge. AstroChain will also manage the burn,
which will be overseen by a team of specialists. 

Burning
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Professionals will strive to preserve and enhance
a healthy balance to assist the general public and
ensure their well-being. Other feasible
alternatives include marketing and monitoring the
conditions and proportions of the programmed
burn. 

AstroChain's innovative and modern approach
aims to adopt a long-term burn strategy that is
both beneficial and enjoyable for those who
engage. Aside from that, manual burns can be
used to reward and educate community
members. The conditions of manual burning, as
well as the amount of manual burning, are made
public and regularly monitored. Following each
transaction, AstroChain Tokens will be burned
indefinitely. The entire number of coins destroyed
is posted on the readout on our website,
providing greater transparency in estimating the
current circulating supply at any one time. 
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To ensure staking is sustainable for prolonged
period. 0.25% of each buy/sell/send of a
trasnaction is pooled to the staking contract. This
ensures, $ACN holders will continue receiveing
rewards long term.

Staking Reserve
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AstroChain has its decentralized application
which helps the users to perform several actions
right from their phones. dApp is a form of
distributed open-source software application that
operates on a peer-to-peer (P2P) blockchain
network as opposed to a single computer. Users
can swap their funds and assets using the dApp
of AstroChain. A Swap is a process of swapping
one cryptocurrency for the equivalent value of
another.. AstroChain has a Dashboard for the
dApp and Swap interface. Dashboard with the
newest metrics, token burn counter, market cap
evaluation, investment calculators, and more to
assist investors! With the built-in swap interface
and auto-slippage option, tokens may be
exchanged rapidly and without hassle.
Instantaneously view and claim your earnings.
Dashboard and Swap will be operational before
the launch of exchanges.

dApp & Swap



AstroChain plans to develop a multi-crypto wallet
for users where they will be able to store their
assets in a secure place. Astro wallet is a
cryptocurrency storage and retrieval application
that allows users to store and retrieve their digital
assets. In the same way that conventional
currency is used, users do not 
need a wallet to spend their cash, 
but keeping it all in one location 
is undoubtedly beneficial. Users 
will be able to immediately 
purchase, sell, and stake $ACN 
tokens through AstroWallet. 
AstroWallet will support several 
currencies, has a streamlined user interface, 
and is available in both desktop and mobile
versions. 
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Astro Wallet
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Token Details

Name

TICKER
 
BlockchaIn

Supply

AstroChain

$ACN

 Binance

2.5 Billion
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Scan The QR Code 


